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Abstract6

The paper questions the ability of arbitrageurs to ascertain value with some confidence and to7

realize it quickly. The discussion in the paper suggests a reason why some markets are more8

attractive for arbitrage than others The paper identifies a number of so-called anomalies in9

which particular investment strategies have may not earn higher returns than their systematic10

risk. Our analysis offers a different mathematical approach to understanding these anomalies11

than does the standard efficient market theory.12

13

Index terms— delta hedging, stochastic integral, risk-free rate, efficient market hypothesis.14

1 Introduction15

elta is the ratio comparing the change in the price of the underlying asset to the corresponding change in the16
price of a derivative 1 underlying asset . For example, if a stock option has a delta value of 0.65, this means17
that if the underlying stock increases in price by $1, the option will rise by $0.65, all else equal. Delta hedging18
is a derivative trading strategy. It is an options strategy that aims to reduce, or hedge, the risk associated with19
price movements in the , by offsetting long and short positions. The delta of an option helps you determine the20
quantity of the underlying asset to buy or sell. This is known as delta hedging. Delta hedging involves trading21
another security to create a delta-neutral position, or a position that has a zero delta. For example, a long call22
position may be delta hedged by shorting the underlying stock. This strategy is based on the change in premium,23
or price of option, caused by a change in the price of the underlying security. The theoretical change in premium24
for each basis point or $1 change in price of the underlying is the delta, and the relationship between the two25
movements is the hedge ratio. The price of a put option with a delta of -0.50 is expected to rise by 50 cents if26
the underlying asset falls by $1. The opposite is true as well. The delta of a call option ranges between zero and27
one, while the delta of a put option ranges between negative one and zero. So, delta hedging is a strategy used28
to mitigate the risk associated with the price move in the underlying asset of an option by entering an offsetting29
position. Although this hedge reduces a portfolio’s exposure to the underlying asset, it has its limitations. One30
limitation of delta hedging is that a position still has risk exposure even if the position is delta-neutral. Delta31
hedging needs to be constantly readjusted with movements of the underlying asset.32

2 II.33

3 Delta-Hedge Volatility34

The delta hedge portfolio has the valuep w - ? + = µ ? (1)35
where w ( t , p ) is the option price. The instantaneous return on the portfolio isdt ) w p w - ( dp w dw - dt36

d ? + ? + = ? ? (2)37
We can formulate the delta hedge in terms of the returns variable x. ) - ( 2 / D - 2) / D - ( - dt d µ µ µ µ µ ?38

? ? + ? ? ? ? = (7)39
And is deterministic; because the stochastic differential terms O (dx) have cancelled. Setting dt / d r ? ? =40

we obtain the equation of motion for the average or expected option price µ (x,t) asr + = µ µ (r -D / 2) µ µ ? ?41
? + ? 2 / D (8) With simple transformation (9) Equation (8) becomes 0 = v 2 D/ v ) 2 / D - r ( v ? ? ? + ? +42
(10)43
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Note that if the equation does not exist due to the non vanishing of higher moments in which case the option44
pricing partial differential equation ( ??) must be used, then the option privcing partial differential equation also45
does not exist. 2 . r r d = = µ Therefore, in order to bring the ’expected pricce’ option pricing principle into46
agreement with delta hedge, we see that it would be necessary to choose in order to make prediction risk neutral.47
How, then to choose r?48

Let r denote any rate of the expected portfolio return r may be constant or may depend on t). Calculation of49
the mean square fluctuation of the quantity (r - dt / d ? ?50

), shows that the hedge is risk whether or not D ( x, t ) is constant or variable and whether or not the portfolio51
return r is chosen to be the risk -free rate of interest 3 0 r r = . Would an application of arbitrage argument52
would lead to the choice ? 4, 5 2 The equation ( ??) is the same as Kolmogorov equation, see Gnedenko (1967),53
with the choice of r = µ , both equations have exactly the same as the Green function so that no information54
is provided by solving the option pricing that is not already contained in the Kolmogorov equation. solution ??55
Practical examples of so-called risk-free rates of interest 0 r are provided by the rate of interest for the money56
market, bank deposits, CDs or U.S. Treasury Bills. So, we are left with the important question: what is the right57
choice of r in option pricing. ?? Arbitrage plays a critical role in the analysis of securities markets, because its58
effect is to bring prices to fundamental values and to keep markets efficient. For this reason, it is important to59
understand how well the textbook description of arbitrage approximates reality. Many argue that the textbook60
description does not describe realistic arbitrage trades and, moreover, the discrepancies become particularly61
important when arbitrageurs manage other people’s money. See Grossman and Miller (1988). ?? Even a simplest62
trade becomes a case of what is known as risk arbitrage. In risk arbitrage, no arbitrageur does not make money63
with probability one and may need substantial amounts of capital to both execute his trades and cover his losses.64
Most real world arbitrage trades in bond and equity markets are in a sense examples of risk arbitrage. When65
arbitrage requires capital, arbitrageurs can become most constrained when they have the best opportunities, i.66
e., when the mispricing they have bet against gets even worse. Moreover, the Finance theorists treat the formal67
no-arbitrage argument as holy but mathematicians know that every proposition about the market must be tested68
and retested. We must therefore pay close attention to the traders’ practices because traders are the closet analog69
of experimenters that we can find in finance 6 t ? . Noarbitrage argument assumes that the portfolio is kept70
globally risk free via dynamic challenging. The delta hedge portfolio is instantaneously risk-free but has finite71
risk over finite time intervals unless continuous-time updating is accomplished to within observational error.72

4 III.73

5 No-Arvitrage Arguments74

The no-arbitrage argument assume that the portfolio is kept globally risk free through dynamic rebalancing. The75
delta-hedge portfolio is instantaneously risk free but finite risk over finite time intervals, t ? .unless continuous76
time updating is accomplished to within observational error. However one cannot update too often because of77
trading fees and all that and this introduces error that in turn produce risk. This risk is recognized by traders78
who do not use the risk-free interest rate. The reason for this is also theoretically clear: why bother to construct79
a hedge that must be dynamically balanced, frequently updated, merely to get the same rate of return 0 r that80
a money market account or a CD would provide? 781

6 D -r ?= ?82

In our present era since the beginning of the collapse of the bubble and under the current non-conservative regime83
in Washington, it would be pretty risky to assume positive stock returns over time intervals on the order of a few84
years. Let us pursue the matter a little further:( t , ? ) / 2 (11) D ( , ? ? t) = x b x b ? ? < ? > 2 2 (12)85

We must take r (t) and also µ (t) to be discontinuous in ? as well. The value of t is then fixed by the condition86
related to the cost of carry d r but with the choice r = µ the solution for a call with In (K / P) . ? ? this then87
will have the form: fear of this scenario would make them more cautious when they put on their initial trades88
and hence less effective in bringing about market efficiency. See De Long et al (1990) , Dow and Gorton (1994).89
?? Shleifer and Vishny (1990)in their arbitrage model focus on the market for a specific asset, in which they90
assumed there are three types of participants, noise traders, arbitrageurs, and investments in arbitrage funds91
who do not trade on their own. Arbitrageurs specialize in trading only in this market, whereas investors allocate92
funds between arbitrageurs operating in both this and many other markets.93

7 794

This choice also agrees with historic stock data, which shows that from 1900 to 2000 a stock index or bonds95
would have provided a better investment than a bank savings account. r the risk-free rate is. The weakness in96
the argument is that it requires > µ 0 and > ? 0, meaning that expected asset returns are always positive which97
is not necessarily case. The trouble with this line of argument is that the millions of traders are typically not the98
ones who have the knowledge and information to engage in arbitrage. More commonly, arbitrage is conducted99
by relatively few professional, highly specialized investors who combine their knowledge with the resources of100
outside investors to take large positions of these markets. ??9 A market made up only of noise is a market in101
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agreement with the efficient market hypothesis). Arbitrage is impossible systematically in a market consisting102
of pure noise. This is the complete opposite of the neo-classical notion of perfect information (zero entropy) ??0103
. Rather, financial markets show that ’the neoclassical emperor wears no clothing at all’ 11 8 The fundamental104
feature of such arbitrage is that brains and resources are separated by an agency relationship. The money comes105
from wealthy individuals, banks, endowments and other investors with only a limited knowledge of individual106
markets and is invested by arbitrageurs with highly specialized knowledge of these markets. 9 Scaling exponents107
and extreme events will not help. If the exponential density in terms of the variable y = p / p (0) f ( y, t ) =108
f ( In y, t ) / y Exhibits fat-tail scaling with time dependent tail price exponents ? -1 and v + 1. These tail109
exponents become smaller as t ? increases.e t T s d (s) r ? = µ C(K, P, t ? ) = dx ) t , (x f ) K - e p ( e (k/p)110
In x t , r ? ? ? ? ? + dx ) t , x ( f ) K - e p ( e (k/p) In x t , r ? ? ? ? ? (13)111

From our standpoint the scaling itself is neither useful nor important in application like option pricing, nor112
is helpful in understanding the underlying dynamics. ??0 If f ( x, t ) is the empirical return density then the113
entropy isS( t ) = ? ? ? ? f ( x, t ) Inf( x, t114

) dx but, again, equilibrium is impossible because this entropy is always increasing. The entropy can never115
reach a maximum because f , which is exponential in returns x spreads without limit. The same could be said of the116
Gaussian approximation to the returns distribution. Das (2015), Giles (2016), Lavenda (2010). ??1 In particular,117
as Lavenda (2010 ), Das (2015)even the central limit theorem cannot be used to derive a Gaussian without the118
assumption of a microscopic invariance in the form of step sizes and probabilities for the underlying discrete119
random walk. If one make other microscopic assumptions about step sizes and corresponding probabilities, then120
one gets an exponential distribution, a Levy distribution, or some other distributions. There is no universality121
No-arbitrage condition does not guarantee market equilibrium, which is defined by vanishing total excess demand122
for an asset. Consider two spatially separated markets with two different price distributions for the same asset. If123
enough traders go long in one market and short in the other, then the market price distributions can be brought124
into agreement. However, if there is positive excess demand for the asset then the average of the asset will125
continue increasing with time, so that there is no equilibrium, ??2 IV.126

8 Concluding Remarks127

This paper describes the workings of markets in which arbitrageurs’ performance to ascertain their ability to invest128
profitably is limited. The avoidance of volatility by arbitrageurs suggest an approach to understanding persistent129
excess returns in security prices. Specifically, we expect problems to reflect not some exposure of securities to130
difficult-to-handle macroeconomic and statistical risks. The more realistic view of arbitrage can shed light on a131
variety of observations in securities markets that are difficult to understand in more conventional mathematical132
models. Unlike in the efficient market model, the risk need not be correlated with any macroeconoimiv factors133
and can be purely idiosyncratic fundamental or noise trader risk. 1 2134

1Those industries which are connected to the finance and commodity markets and are trading derivatives are
the most likely to use delta hedging techniques. This may include institutional investors, banks, hedge funds and
natural resource companies, among others. Delta hedging is a technique that attempts to manage risk for an
option position by hedging the exposure with shares or contracts in the underlying asset.

2The excess demand ? (p, t) is defined by dp / d t = ? (p, t)is defined by drift plus pure noise... So markets
that are not in equilibrium
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS
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can satisfy the arbitrage condition. The equilibrium would then be the absence of arbitrage possibilities, that135
is, there is only one price of an asset. Smith and Foley (2002) have proposed as shown in Das ( ) a thermodynamic136
interpretation of one price based on utility maximization. In their discussion a quantity labeled as entropy is137
formally defined in terms of utility, but the quantity so defined cannot represent disorder/uncertainty because138
there is no liquidity, no analog of the heat bath, in neo-classical equilibrium.139
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